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Concept Based –
1. 520 + 0 =
(a) 0 (b) 52

(c) 520

(d) 5200

2. What is seven hundreds plus thirteen tens?
(a)713 (b) 7130 (c) 730 (d) 830
3.One hundred more than 546 is:
(a) 446 (b) 546 (c) 646
(d) 746
4. 70 + 91 + 38 + 41
(a) 328
(b) 297

(c) 148

(d) 240

5. 2 tens + 4 tens = ________
(a) 66 tens
(b) 12 tens
(c) 60 tens

(d) 6 tens

6. Number of visitors to the National Park are:
Week 1 – 2489
Week 2 – 3210
Week 3 – 2795
What is the total number of visitors to the park in all the three weeks?
(a) 8494
(b) 9004
(c) 8474 (d) 8495
7. 70 – 61 + 3 – 43
(a) 14 (b)21
(c) 41

(d)1

Application Based
8. Look at the pattern of numbers shown below:
21 29 37 45 ?
If the pattern continues in the same way, what will be the next number?
(a) 46 (b) 52 (c) 53 (d) 63
9. Tina has 1200 more shells than Monika does. If Monika has 1550 shells, how many shells does Tina have?
(a)350 (b) 2900 (c) 2850 (d) 2750
10. There were 945 children in a school. Two hundred fifty six children went to a picnic on Monday. How
many children were left in the school?
(a)699 (b) 680 (c) 679 (d) 689
11. The cost of a new computer is
895 and the cost of a new printer is
paid by a customer to buy both computer and printer?
(a)
1134
(c)
1004
(B)
1034
(d)
1054

139. What is the total money

12. A race driver raced 642 kms on 1st day and 765 kms on 2nd day. How much more distance did the race
driver cover on second day?
(a)1407 kms (b) 123 kms (c) 103 kms (d) 133 kms

13. Raja has6 markers and Nani has 10 markers. Which of the following actions would result in Raja and Nani
having the same number of markers?
(a) Raja gives 2 of his markers to Nani
(b) Raja gives 4 of his markers to Nani
(c) Nani gives 2 of his markers to Raja
(d) Nani gives 4 of his markers to Raja
14.Prasad brought two burgers and a small coke. Each burger costs
did his meal cost?
(a)
32 (b)
40 (c)
50 (d)
60

18 and the coke

14. How much

15. There are 32 students in section A, 40 students in section B and 72 students in section C. How many
students are there altogether in the three sections?
(a) 72
(b) 2104 (c) 112 (d) 144
Value Based –
16. The distance between Toronto and London is 5571 kms while the distance between Toronto and Cairo is
9012kms. How much extra will you have to travel to go to Cairo from Toronto compared to going to London
from Toronto?
(a) 3451kms
(b) 3441kms (c) 3461kms
(d) 3431kms
17.Prizes money of
7800 was divided between Anup ,Tom and Kiran. If Anup got
2000, how much money did Kiran get?
(a)
3000 (b)
3500 (c)
2900 (d)
3300

2500 and Tom got

18.The original seating capacity of a theatre was 1645 seats. After renovation, the seating capacity increased
by another 355 seats. What is the new seating capacity of the theatre?
(a)2200
(b)1900 (c)2100
(d)2000
19. Rose had to travel 2221 km by air, 350 km by train and 25 km taxi to reach her destination. How much
total distance did she travel to reach her destination?
(a)2246 km (b) 2696 km (c) 2596 km (d) 2571 km
20. A paint store had 4286 cans of paint in the stock. 345 cans have been sold. How many cans of paint are
left in the store?
(a) 4041

(b) 3941 (c) 3841 (d) 4631

